
 Combine the following sentences.

1. The snowman was much-beloved. The 
snowman melted. 

2. We cooked hot dogs. We cooked burgers. 
We swam in the river. We were on a field 
trip.



 Capitalization practice. 

1. 1. the red cross helped after the disaster.

2. graduation will be held at the harriett
himmel theater in city place. 



Exposition
◦Characters

Direct vs. Indirect 
Characterization

◦Setting

◦Climate



Rising Action
◦Conflict

Internal vs. External



Climax
◦NOT the most “exciting” part

◦When the problem is solved



Falling Action
◦Wrapping up lose ends.



Resolution
◦What happens to our 
characters afterwards?

◦ Is it “happily ever after”? 



As I tell you the story of 
“The Three Little Pigs,” 
please fill in your plot 
diagram with examples 
from the story.



 “Three Little Pigs” wrap-up



 What does this first paragraph reveal about 
the narrator? 

 What does her taking the permission slip 
reveal about her? 



 What details explain how an international 
dating magazine brought the narrator’s 
family to America?



 What is suggested by Aunt Madina’s need to 
sponsor the narrator’s family?



 What is the story’s conflict? What does this 
conflict reveal about the narrator’s parents?



 Why does she say that gymnastics is a “fine, 
good thing”? What do those reasons tell you 
about the narrator? 

 Things to think about: What does she feel on 
the uneven bars? What does she like about 
Shannon and her family?



 Reread this section. What words or phrases 
reveal Maya’s reaction to being called to the 
office? What does the way she speaks to Mr. 
Walsh reveal about her feelings?



 Why does the narrator feel stunned? Make an 
inference based on what you know about the 
narrator so far. 



 What comparisons help you imagine the 
scene as Maya arrives at the office? What is 
the effect of those comparisons?



 In the rising action, characters encounter 
issues and complication as they try to resolve 
the conflict. 

 What does her involvement in her brother’s 
suspension suggest about her role in the 
family?



 What does the conversation with Mr. Zabornik
reveal about Nurzhan?



 What does the phrase “this was no scuffle” 
suggest about the fight?



 What does Maya’s translation say about her?

 What does it say about Papa?



 Why does Maya believe her actions are 
justified?



 What does this dialogue reveal about Maya’s 
role in Nurzhan’s life?



 How are the customs of America and 
Kazakhstan different?

 How does this contribute to the conflict?



 In what ways is Maya a typical middle school 
student? In what ways is she different? Use at 
least two pieces of text evidence to support 
your answer. 



 What similes are used? What is their effect?



 What does her whimper reveal about Maya’s 
emotions?



 How do her parents react?

 How do you think that will affect her being 
able to go to the dance?



What does Nurzhan do? What does this reveal 
about his character?



 What simile is used her to describe her 
family’s situation? What is the effect of this 
comparison?



 How does mama’s injury result in a change 
for Maya?



 What does mama say? How does Maya react?



 How does Nurzhan help to develop the climax 
of the story?



 Why does the bracelet represent a change in 
mama?



 We are now in the falling action. We are 
seeing how the effects of the climax play out. 



 Why does Maya think the bracelet represents 
a change in her family? 
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 Work on Critical Vocabulary and Context 
Clues.
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 Answer 1-7. Use complete sentences and 
textual support!



1. As the permission slips are passed out, Maya 
thinks “why should I even bother?” and “No. 
Nyet is what they say.” This shows that she 
wants to go to the dance but  doesn’t think her 
parents will ever let her attend. 


